
Brooks Nader 
Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Cover Model 
  
Born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Brooks Nader is the epitome of the All American Girl Next Door. The 
eldest of four daughters, all less than five years apart, Brooks, affectionately known as "Brooksie," has 
always defied the stereotype of a traditional Southern belle. 
  
Brooks and her sisters enjoyed an idyllic small town southern upbringing. From enjoying their bucolic 
surroundings riding horses, mastering the art of gumbo alongside their grandmother and mother, and 
enthusiastically engaging in outdoor sports, the Nader sisters epitomized a tight-knit family 
characterized by boundless love and contagious exuberance, with Brooks at the helm.  
  
Brooks began her adult life attending Tulane University to obtain a degree in Finance. While interning in 
the finance industry in New York, Brooks was scouted by a top modeling agency. Seizing the 
opportunity, Brooks swiftly inked her first modeling contract and embarked on a meteoric rise in the 
fashion world, securing coveted placements with prestigious publications including Elle, GRAZIA, and 
appearances in campaigns for renowned brands including La Perla, Laura Mercier, Maybelline, Clarins, 
and Covergirl within her inaugural year. 
  
Driven by an unwavering ambition, Brooks attended an open casting for the legendary Sports Illustrated 
Swimsuit Issue in 2018 and was selected by the iconic Christie Brinkley as “her favorite” model 
applicant. Subsequently, Brooks made her debut in the 2019 SI Swimsuit edition, captured through the 
lens of acclaimed photographer Yu Tsai. This marked the beginning of a remarkable journey, with Brooks 
gracing the pages of the SI Swimsuit Issue for four consecutive years from 2018 to 2022. 
  
In a crowning achievement, Brooks most recently made her 5th and SI Swim appearance as the 
coverstar of the 2023 edition of the legendary magazine. Brooks has had yet another incredibly 
successful year, having attended the 95th Academy Awards along with fashion weeks worldwide, as well 
as starring in campaigns for international brands including Stuart Weitzman, Victorias Secret, DKNY, 
Tommy Hilfiger and more.  
  
With her infectious optimism and boundless energy, Brooks Nader continues to inspire and uplift those 
around her, embodying the spirit of resilience, determination, and triumph. Brooks is proud to remain a 
New Yorker, where she has recently recruited her 3 younger sisters, Mary Holland, Grace Ann, and Sarah 
Jane  to move to the big apple and follow in her modeling footsteps. Currently, Brooks is proud to 
remain a New Yorker and still keeps herself grounded and of service for charities that are close to her 
heart like City Harvest where she is a celebrity ambassador. 
 


